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Abstract
Wavelet-based homogenization provides a method for constructing a coarse-grid discretization of a variable–coefficient differen-
tial operator that implicitly accounts for the influence of the fine scale medium parameters on the coarse scale of the solution. The
method is applied to discretizations of operators of the form ddx μ(x)
d
dx in one dimension and μ(x)Δ in one and more dimensions.
The resulting homogenized matrices are shown to correspond to differential operators of the same (or closely related) form. In
dimension one, results are obtained for periodic two-phase and for arbitrary coefficients μ(x). For periodic two-phase coefficients,
the homogenized coefficients may be computed exactly as the harmonic mean of the function μ. For non-periodic coefficients,
the “mass-lumping” approximation results in an explicit formula for the homogenized coefficients. In higher dimensions, results
are obtained for operators of the form μ(x)Δ, where μ(x) may or may not be periodic; explicit formulae for the homogenized
coefficients are also derived. Numerical examples in 1D and 2D are also presented.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The problem of accounting for fine-scale variations in a background medium while explicitly solving only on a
coarse scale is known as homogenization. In numerical contexts, this type of problem may also be called sub-grid
modeling or upscaling; in any case, the goal is the same as that of homogenization. Wavelet-based homogenization
relies on a numerical discretization of an operator. Given a discretization of an operator on a fine scale, the goal of
wavelet-based homogenization is to compute a coarser discretization of the operator whose action on some subspace
closely approximates that of the original fine-scale discretization. This method utilizes the Schur complement to alge-
braically eliminate the fine scale (i.e., wavelet) variables. In this paper we present some recent results on wavelet-based
homogenization of operators of the form
d
dx
μ(x)
d
dx
(1)
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μ(x)Δ. (2)
Until recently, typically (see, e.g., [4]) homogenization of such operators was modeled using limits in a small
parameter; for example, for periodic μ, one considers the family of problems
−∇ · (μ(−1x)∇u)= f, (3)
where  → 0. In dimension one, on the unit interval the resulting family of solutions u has a weak limit u0 that solves
an equation of the form of (3) but with constant coefficient μ¯ = (∫ 10 μ−1(x)dx)−1, also known as the harmonic mean.
In wavelet-based homogenization (introduced in [7]), one instead uses the wavelet discretization of the operator,
(a.k.a. the standard form, a block matrix (A BC T )) to explicitly eliminate the wavelet variables via, e.g., Gaussian elimi-
nation. The resulting matrix takes the form of a Schur complement, T − CA−1B. Much work has gone into methods
for efficiently computing or approximating A−1, including sparse matrix factorizations [15], and mass-lumping or
banded approximations [2,9,13]. The Schur complement approach to eliminating fine-scale variables has also been
used in multigrid methods, see, e.g., [11] and references therein.
A number of researchers [2,8,13,14] have noted connections between the wavelet-based approach and classical
methods requiring a small parameter. The goal of these efforts has essentially been to identify the homogenized
matrix T − CA−1B as a discretization of some differential operator, hopefully of the same form as the original fine-
scale discretization. Some progress has been made, though outside of periodic coefficients there has apparently been
little or no reported progress on constructing an explicit formula for the homogenized coefficients. Furthermore, most
have chosen to use either the Haar basis, or in one case [8] multiwavelets of order 1.
In this paper we expand upon these efforts, building approximations that identify the form of the wavelet-
homogenized matrix when using wavelets with any number of vanishing moments, and finding explicit formulas
for the homogenized coefficients directly.
As in [6] and [10], we measure the accuracy of our approximations of the homogenized matrix in terms of the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (1) and (2)—not because our goal is to study eigenvalue problems, but rather because
for operators of this form there is a correspondence between smaller eigenvalues and eigenvectors that may be repre-
sented on coarser scales. Thus, the goal of our homogenization procedure is to compute a coarse-scale discretization
(the homogenized operator) whose smaller eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors closely approximate those of
the original fine-scale operator. The action of this homogenized operator on coarser scales will then closely approxi-
mate the action of the original operator on those coarse scales.
We expand upon the study of homogenization of eigenvalue problems begun in [6] and [10], and develop wavelet-
based homogenization as both an analytical and a computational tool; our methods both illuminate aspects of the
operators themselves, and allow for more efficient computation. In particular, for one-dimensional problems we derive
an explicit formula for the homogenized operator. This operator is identified as being of the same form as the original
operator, so that the coefficients of the homogenized operator may be explicitly identified and directly computed.
Our homogenization formula is exact for periodic two-phase μ, and duplicates the classical results from, e.g., [4]
as well as more result wavelet-based homogenization results in [14]. For non-periodic μ, we rely on the so-called
“mass-lumping” approximation to compute the homogenized coefficients; this result appears to be a generalization of
classical theory, and reduces to it exactly in the case of, e.g., periodic two-phase coefficients. The method presented
here for computing the homogenized coefficients of the operator μ(x)Δ in dimension one turns out to apply in higher
dimensions as well.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we establish some background information on wavelets and related
topics; in Section 3, we review some results on wavelet-based homogenization; in Section 4 we present new results
on wavelet-based homogenization of operators of the form ddx μ(x)
d
dx and μ(x)Δ; in Section 5 we present the results
of numerical experiments; finally, in Section 6 we offer conclusions and possible future directions of research.
2. Wavelets and Fourier representation of matrices
In this section, we establish notation and some useful results related to Fourier representations and wavelet bases.
See, e.g., [12] for more details.
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uˆ(ξ) =
N−1∑
k=0
u(k)eikξ . (4)
Given such a function, we can compute the inverse Fourier transform
u(k) = 1
2π
2π∫
0
uˆ(ξ)e−ikξ dξ. (5)
For a circulant matrix P , we define its symbol p(ξ) as a 2π -periodic function; the matrix–vector product Pu may
be computed via
(Pu)(k) = 1
2π
2π∫
0
p(ξ)uˆ(ξ)e−ikξ dξ,
where p(ξ) = ∑N−1k=0 P0,keikξ . The matrix–vector product Pu can then be expressed in the Fourier domain as
p(ξ)uˆ(ξ).
The notion of scale in this paper has very specific meaning. In particular, we use wavelet transforms to define the
transition between a particular spatial scale and the next coarser scale. Let H and G be N2 ×N matrices derived from
an orthonormal basis of compactly supported wavelets. For a vector u, we can consider su = Hu and du = Gu as the
average and difference, or coarse and fine components of u, respectively.
The matrices H and G are derived from so-called quadrature mirror filters {hk}m−1k=−m and {gk}m−1k=−m. In particular,
Hk,l = h2k−l and Gk,l = g2k−l . Thus, we have
su(k) =
2k+m−1∑
l=2k−m
h2k−lu(l) (6)
and
du(k) =
2k+m−1∑
l=2k−m
g2k−lu(l) (7)
(where the subscripts on h and g are understood to be modulo N ), an operation known as “convolution-decimation.”
The vector u may be reconstructed from su and du via the relation u = H ∗su + G∗du.
Since H and G together form an orthonormal change of basis, we may represent any matrix P in this basis using
the so-called standard form,
AP = GPG∗, (8)
BP = GPH ∗, (9)
CP = HPG∗, (10)
TP = HPH ∗ (11)
or in block-matrix form(
AP BP
CP TP
)
. (12)
Associated with H and G we define 2π periodic functions m0 and m1:
m0(ξ) = 12
∑
hke
ikξ (13)k
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m1(ξ) = 12
∑
gke
ikξ . (14)
Convolution of h with u is therefore written in the Fourier domain as m0(ξ)uˆ(ξ). For any fˆ (ξ) = ∑k f (k)eikξ ,
decimation of f is equivalent to
fˆ (ξ) + fˆ (ξ + π) =
∑
k
f (k)
(
eikξ + eik(ξ+π))=∑
k
f (k)eikξ
(
1 + (−1)k)= 2∑
k
f (2k)e2kiξ .
So, fˆ
(
ξ
2
)+ fˆ ( ξ2 + π) represents the decimated version of f .
The operations su = Hu and du = Gu are therefore equivalent to
sˆu(2ξ) = m0(ξ)uˆ(ξ) + m0(ξ + π)uˆ(ξ + π) (15)
and
dˆu(2ξ) = m1(ξ)uˆ(ξ) + m1(ξ + π)uˆ(ξ + π). (16)
Reconstruction from su and du is expressed in the Fourier domain as
uˆ(ξ) = m0(ξ)sˆu(2ξ) + m1(ξ)dˆu(2ξ). (17)
The functions m0 and m1 have some important properties:
m1(ξ) = 12
∑
k
gke
ikξ = 1
2
∑
k
(−1)kh−k+1eikξ = −e−iξm0(ξ + π). (18)
Also,
m0(0) = 1, m0(π) = 0, m1(0) = 0, m1(π) = 1 (19)
and ∣∣m0(ξ)∣∣2 + ∣∣m0(ξ + π)∣∣2 = 1. (20)
In addition, if the wavelets have m vanishing moments, then∣∣m0(ξ)∣∣2 = ∣∣m1(ξ + π)∣∣2 = 1 +O(ξ2m) (21)
and ∣∣m0(ξ + π)∣∣2 = ∣∣m1(ξ)2∣∣=O(ξ2m). (22)
If a matrix P is circulant, then so are AP ,BP ,CP ,TP and the associated symbols are denoted aP , bP , cP , tP ,
where
aP (2ξ) =
∣∣m1(ξ)∣∣2p(ξ) + ∣∣m1(ξ + π)∣∣2p(ξ + π), (23)
bP (2ξ) = m1(ξ)m0(ξ)p(ξ) + m1(ξ + π)m0(ξ + π)p(ξ + π), (24)
cP (2ξ) = m0(ξ)m1(ξ)p(ξ) + m0(ξ + π)m1(ξ + π)p(ξ + π), (25)
tP (2ξ) =
∣∣m0(ξ)∣∣2p(ξ) + ∣∣m0(ξ + π)∣∣2p(ξ + π). (26)
Consider in particular a circulant matrix P derived from a finite-difference approximation of n derivatives with
truncation error of order k. Then, the symbol of P has the property
p(ξ) = (iξ)n +O(ξn+k). (27)
Furthermore, we note some properties of the symbols of AP ,BP ,CP , and TP :
aP (ξ) = p(ξ/2 + π) +O
(
ξ2m
)
, (28)
bP (ξ) =O
(
ξm
)
, (29)
cP (ξ) =O
(
ξm
)
, (30)
tP (ξ) = p(ξ/2) +O
(
ξ2m
)
. (31)
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rows are orthogonal to any vector which is locally defined by a polynomial of degree m or less. Furthermore (assuming
sufficiently many vanishing moments), we see that TP is a differentiation matrix of the same approximation order
as P ; and AP is a diagonally-dominant matrix with a lower bound on its spectrum given by p(π). If P is defined by
a stencil with alternating signs, then p(π) is the sum of the absolute values of the stencil weights.
3. Wavelet-based homogenization
In this section, we review the homogenization method introduced in [7] and adapted for eigenvalue problems in
[6] and [10]. The central idea in this method is to algebraically eliminate the fine-scale variables from the problem,
thereby deriving a properly-averaged coarse-scale version.
3.1. Reduction and homogenization
Consider an equation
Pu = f. (32)
We may write this equation in the standard form as(
AP BP
CP TP
)(
du
su
)
=
(
df
sf
)
. (33)
If A−1P exists, then formally we may eliminate du from the equation to arrive at the so-called reduced equation(
TP − CP A−1P BP
)
su = sf − CP A−1P df . (34)
We define the reduced matrix RP = TP − CP A−1P BP ; note that RP is a Schur complement. Equation (34) has the
property that its solution, su, is the same as the coarse-scale average of the solution of (32). Thus, Eq. (34) is not
the same equation obtained by projecting the equations to the coarse scale; in that case, one obtains TP su = sf . The
solution of (34) is clearly influenced by the finer scales information present in P and f , even though the equation
itself is an equation on the coarse scale, whereas the equation TP su = sf is completely indifferent to any fine-scale
information present in P and f .
This simple algebraic procedure can be viewed as a homogenization method, because we are finding a new equation
and new operator that is a properly averaged version of the original equation.
3.2. Homogenization of eigenvalue problems
Let P be a normal matrix. The eigenvalue problem
Pu = λu (35)
may be written in standard form as
AP du + BP su = λdu, (36)
CP du + TP su = λsu. (37)
Formally, we may eliminate the vector du from the equations to arrive at the reduced equation:
TP − CP (AP − λI)−1BP su = su. (38)
This equation has the property that solutions su are the projection of solutions u onto a coarser scale. Thus, (38) may
be viewed as a properly averaged version of (35).
Since (38) is a non-linear eigenvalue problem, we introduce several approximations to make it a linear eigenvalue
problem. These eigenvalue problems have the property that some of their solutions are much better approximations of
solutions of (35) than a typical averaging of the equations could provide.
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RP su = λsu − λCP A−1P du (39)
and
RP su = λ
(
I + CP A−2P BP
)
su − λ2CP A−2P du. (40)
In [6] and [10] the wavelet-based homogenization of eigenvalue problems was first studied. We review some of the
results here.
We approximate solutions of (39) and (40) by truncating the last term in each of the equations, respectively. The
following theorem from [6] quantifies the accuracy of solutions of the truncated equations as approximations of
solutions of (38).
Theorem 3.1. Let λ and u be a solution of (35). Then, there exist eigenvalues λR and λY such that
|λ − λR | |λ|
∥∥CP A−1P du∥∥ (41)
and
|λ − λY | |λ|2
∥∥CP A−2P du∥∥, (42)
where
RP sr = λRsr (43)
and
RP sy = λY
(
I + CP A−2P BP
)
sy. (44)
In the inequalities above, du is the wavelet component of the eigenvector u; for eigenvalues of (1), we expect
that if λ is small then u will be less oscillatory than if λ is large, and therefore ‖du‖‖u‖ will be small as well. See
[10] and [6] for detailed discussion of this result. The second approximation provides the definition of the matrix
YP = RP (I + CP A−2P BP )−1. This matrix does not arise from standard homogenization of equations as described in
Section 3.1; only through homogenization of eigenvalue problems does it appear.
Though we do not state it here, we note that a similar theorem for eigenvectors may be proved using inequalities
found in, e.g., [3].
3.3. Homogenization of circulant matrices
As a special case, we consider the possibility that the matrices AP ,BP ,CP ,TP are all circulant. If P is a differen-
tiation matrix with periodic boundary conditions, for example, then these matrices are circulant, and we may represent
the matrices using their Fourier symbols aP (ξ), bP (ξ), cP (ξ), tP (ξ).
In this case we may write an equation for the symbol of RP in terms of the symbols of AP ,BP ,CP ,TP :
rP (ξ) = tP (ξ) − cP (ξ)bP (ξ)
aP (ξ)
. (45)
Thus, if P is N × N , then the eigenvalue problem (43) has solutions
λkR = rP
(
2πk
N
)
, k = 0, . . . ,N/2 − 1. (46)
Thus, by studying properties of the symbol rP (ξ), we may determine many properties of the eigenvalues of RP .
Likewise, the eigenvalue problem (44) yields
λkY = yP
(
2πk
N
)
, k = 0, . . . ,N/2 − 1, (47)
where
yP (ξ) = rP (ξ) −2 . (48)1 + cP (ξ)aP (ξ) bP (ξ)
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to zero. Thus, through asymptotic expansion of rP (ξ) and yP (ξ) in small ξ , we study the small eigenvalues of RP
and YP .
4. Explicit formulas for the homogenized coefficients
In this section we present the main results of this paper. Namely
• for a matrix S = Δ−VΔ+ that is a discretization of the operator ddx μ(x) ddx on an interval, we find an explicit
formula for RS that shows (up to an approximation) it to be of the same form as S. From this formula for RS we
may directly compute the homogenized coefficients without computing the matrix RS itself;
• for a matrix M that is a discretization of μ(x)Δ in any number of dimensions, and with arbitrary coefficient μ,
we find a related explicit formula for RM that also allows for direct computation of the homogenized coefficients.
The case of periodic two-phase μ is treated specially. In this case, Fourier methods allow us to derive expressions
for the symbols of RS , YS , and RM . Analysis shows that for such μ, the matrix YS contains a term that can be
identified as a dispersive correction for wave propagation problems. Additionally, the symbols of RS and RM are
shown to provide formulas for the homogenized coefficients that match classical theory from, e.g., [4].
The discretizations we study are of the form S = Δ−VΔ+ and M = VL, where Δ+ are Δ− are order k forward
and backward difference discretizations of the first derivative, L is a discretization of Δ, and V is a diagonal matrix.
In 1D, let V = diag({vN−1k=0 }), where vk = μ((k + 1/2)/N), i.e., the diagonal of V is given by values of μ (similarly
in 2D).
4.1. Two-phase composites in 1D
In the homogenization problem of classical interest, the function μ(x) has rapid, fine-scale periodic oscillations.
As a model of this behavior, we consider the case where v is a periodic vector with period two, i.e., v consists of only
two values repeated in sequence. Furthermore, we impose periodic boundary conditions.
In this case, Δ+ is a circulant matrix, so its Fourier symbol is a 2π periodic function p(ξ). Likewise, Δ− =
−(Δ+)T and so Δ− has Fourier symbol −p(−ξ). If Δ+ is an order k finite-difference approximation, then p(ξ) =
iξ + Kξk+1 +O(ξk+2).
We use a(ξ), b(ξ), c(ξ), t (ξ) to denote the symbols of AΔ+ ,BΔ+ ,CΔ+ ,TΔ+ . Clearly, −p(−ξ)p(ξ) forms a one-
dimensional Laplacian and by (26) we can see that −t (−ξ)t (ξ) does also. We define L(ξ) = −t (−ξ)t (ξ) and note
that L(ξ) = −ξ2 +O(ξk+3).
The matrix V is not circulant; however, the matrices AV ,BV ,CV , and TV are circulant, a fact which may be
utilized to study RS via its Fourier symbol. We use the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let V be a diagonal matrix whose diagonal is 2-periodic with entries α and β . The matrices AV ,BV ,CV ,
and TV are circulant, and their symbols satisfy the asymptotic expansions
aV (ξ) = 12 (β + α)
(
1 +O(ξm)), (49)
bV (ξ) = 12 (β − α)q(ξ), (50)
cV (ξ) = 12 (β − α)q(−ξ), (51)
tV (ξ) = 12 (β + α)
(
1 +O(ξm)), (52)
where the function q has the property q(−ξ)q(ξ) = 1 +O(ξ2m).
Proof. We prove only the last of these; the others follow similarly.
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the product Vf satisfies
̂(Vf )(ξ) = σ fˆ (ξ) + δfˆ (ξ). (53)
Using (15), (16), and (17), then, the vector VHT s satisfies
̂
(
VHT s
)
(ξ) = σm0(ξ)sˆ(2ξ) + δm0(ξ + π)sˆ(2ξ) (54)
which leads to
̂
(
HVHT s
)
(ξ) = (∣∣m0(ξ/2)∣∣2σ + m0(ξ/2)m0(ξ/2 + π)δ
+ ∣∣m0(ξ/2 + π)∣∣2σ + m0(ξ/2 + π)m0(ξ/2)δ)sˆ(ξ ). (55)
Because the matrix–vector product HVHT s is represented in (55) by multiplication of symbols in the Fourier domain,
we see that TV = HVHT must be circulant. By the definition of m0, we have for small ξ that m0(ξ/2+π)m0(ξ/2) =
O(ξm); combining this with (21) and (22) gives the expansion for tV . 
The following theorem derives an approximation formula for RS when v is consists only of two different values
repeated sequentially.
Theorem 4.1. Let S = Δ−VΔ+, where Δ+,− and V are defined as above. Suppose that the vector v is of the form
v2k = α, v2k+1 = β . Then, the reduced matrix RS is a circulant N/2 × N/2 matrix with Fourier symbol
rS(ξ) = s¯L(ξ) +O
(
ξm
) (56)
as ξ → 0, where s¯ = 2
α−1+β−1 , the harmonic mean of α and β . Furthermore,
yS(ξ) = s¯L(ξ) − s¯ δ
2
a(0)2σ 2
L(ξ)2 +O(ξ6)+O(ξm), (57)
where δ = α−β2 and σ = α+β2 .
Proof. Using Lemma 4.1, we see that the standard form of S can be represented as a 2×2 matrix of Fourier symbols:(
aS(ξ) bS(ξ)
cS(ξ) tS(ξ)
)
= −
(
a(−ξ) O(ξm)
O(ξm) t (−ξ)
)(
σ +O(ξm) δ q(ξ)
δ q(−ξ) s +O(ξm)
)(
a(ξ) O(ξm)
O(ξm) t (ξ)
)
which leads to
aS(ξ) = −σa(−ξ)a(ξ) +O
(
ξm
)
, (58)
bS(ξ) = −δa(−ξ)q(ξ)t (ξ) +O
(
ξm
)
, (59)
cS(ξ) = −δa(ξ)q(−ξ)t (−ξ) +O
(
ξm
)
, (60)
tS(ξ) = σL(ξ) +O
(
ξm
)
. (61)
From this we derive
rS(ξ) = σL(ξ) −
(
a(ξ)q(−ξ)a(−ξ)q(ξ)L(ξ)
a(−ξ)a(ξ) +O(ξm)
)
δ2
σ
+O(ξm)
which simplifies to
rS(ξ) = σL(ξ) −
(
q(−ξ)q(ξ)L(ξ)
1 +O(ξm)
)
δ2
σ
+O(ξm).
The goal is to find a coarse-scale representation, which is equivalent to considering only small values of ξ ; in this case
we have
rS(ξ) = L(ξ)
(
σ − δ
2)
+O(ξm).σ
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σ − δ
2
σ
)
= 2
α−1 + β−1
which is the harmonic mean of α and β .
Now, consider
yS(ξ) = rS(ξ)1 + cS(ξ)aS(ξ)−2bS(ξ) .
We may approximate
yS(ξ) = rS(ξ)
(
1 − cS(ξ)aS(ξ)−2bS(ξ)
)+O(ξ6)
which leads to
yS(ξ) = rS(ξ)
(
1 − δ
2t (−ξ)t (ξ)
σ 2a(−ξ)a(ξ)
)
+O(ξ6).
However, a(−ξ)a(ξ) is an even function, so a(−ξ)a(ξ) = a(0)2 +O(ξ2). 
Equation (56) shows that up to the truncation error of the scheme, the operator RS is of the same form as S, albeit
where the matrix v has been replaced by the constant s¯. This essentially duplicates known results from classical theory
[4], and wavelet-based homogenization [14]. Equation (57) shows that YS also includes higher-order derivatives of
lower order than the truncation error (if we assume a scheme of at least fourth order). YS is known to approximate
the eigenvalues of S better than RS , so these higher-order terms clearly play a significant role. In the context of
wave propagation, if we solve the equation utt = YSu, (57) shows that the solutions will exhibit dispersion that is
attributable not to numerical dispersion, but rather to subgrid-effects inducing dispersion on the coarse scale. See,
e.g., [17] for related results on wave propagation in periodic media.
An identical result is obtained for RM ; in fact, one can easily show that for a given matrix V of the form described
in this section, RS = RM .
4.2. Homogenization of ddx μ(x) ddx with non-periodic μ
If μ is not periodic, then the Fourier techniques described above do not apply. In this case we must resort to other
methods; in particular, we show that the technique known as “mass-lumping” results in an explicit formula for the
homogenized operator and its coefficients.
In this section we apply this technique to the analysis of RS , where S = Δ−VΔ+; V is a diagonal matrix with
positive entries on the diagonal. V represents multiplication by the function μ; the diagonal of V is the vector v. The
matrix W is defined as V −1 and so the diagonal of W is the vector w = v−1.
In this case, we no longer require periodic boundary conditions for the matrices Δ− and Δ+, as long as the
wavelet basis is able to properly represent functions in the solution class. For example, Dirichlet boundary conditions
on a interval would require a wavelet basis, such as a multiwavelet basis [1], that is defined on an interval. Using
elementary linear algebra one can show that for any wavelet basis with sufficiently many vanishing moments (which
includes the multiwavelets defined in [1]), the matrices RΔ− and RΔ+ will be first-derivative matrices of the same
approximation order as Δ− and Δ+.
We use the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let P be an invertible matrix, where U = P−1. The matrix P is partitioned
P =
(
AP BP
CP TP
)
and U is partitioned similarly. We denote the Schur complement of the partition of P above by RP . If AP , AQ, and
TU are invertible, then
RP = (TU)−1.
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This lemma has interesting interpretation. Namely, the process of computing the homogenized matrix RP may
be viewed as simply a coarse-scale averaging of the inverse of P , because in the multiresolution representation, the
matrix TU is the coarse-scale average of P−1.
At this point we introduce the mass-lumping approximation, also used in, e.g., [2] and widely used in finite-element
methods. For a matrix P , the mass-lumped approximation of P , denoted P˜ , is a diagonal matrix with entries given by
the sums of the rows of P . P˜ and P have the same action on constant vectors; in some sense, P˜ is the nearest matrix
to P that represents pointwise-multiplication by a vector.
Now we apply mass-lumping to RS . We construct a general formula for RS in terms of V ; RS is identified as a
differential operator of the same order and form as S.
If we assume S is invertible (or at least invertible modulo a low-rank update to account for the nullspace due to the
boundary conditions), then from Lemma 4.2, we derive the formula
RS = (TS−1)−1. (62)
Note that Δ− = ΔT+ and therefore we may define K = Δ−1+ and KT = −Δ−1− (or equivalently, K is defined as the
pseudoinverse of Δ+). Thus, S−1 = KWKT . Using these definitions, we have
TS−1 = −
(
TKTW TTK + CKAW CTK + CKBW TTK + TKCW CTK
)
= −TK
(
TW + T−1K CKAW CTK
(
TTK
)−1 + T−1K CKBW + CW CTK(TTK)−1)TTK
= −TKXTTK, (63)
where
X = RΔ+CKAW CTKRΔ− + RΔ+CKBW + CW CTKRΔ− + TW . (64)
From this we derive the equation
RS = RΔ−X−1RΔ+ . (65)
At this point we introduce a remarkably accurate approximation. Rather than approximating the matrix X−1 by mass-
lumping, we apply mass-lumping to X and then approximate RS using the inverse of the resulting diagonal matrix.
This results in the approximation
RS ≈ RΔ−X˜−1RΔ+ . (66)
The accuracy of this approximation may be analyzed in terms of the eigenvalues of the matrices RΔ−VΔ+ and its
approximation given by (66). Unfortunately, the standard eigenvalue perturbation results used in [6] and found in,
e.g., [3] do not give very good error bounds in this case. However, in Section 5, numerical results show that this
formula is indeed a good approximation in practice; in fact, this approximation appears to be substantially better than
that achieved by mass-lumping X−1. Previous work in this area such as [13] and [2] attempted various approximations
(including mass-lumping) of X−1 itself, but none apparently studied such approximations of X. The use of Lemma 4.2
(the key element of our analysis and a fact apparently overlooked in this field until now) may be a factor in this.
This approximation has an interpretation that may be viewed as a generalization of results from classical ho-
mogenization theory [4] and more recent results in wavelet-based homogenization (e.g., [2,8,13,14] or the results of
Section 4.1 in this paper). Recall that RΔ+ and RΔ− are differentiation matrices of the same approximation order as
Δ+ and Δ−. Thus, (66) shows that the form of S as an operator is (approximately) preserved through one step of the
wavelet-based homogenization procedure. Through this mechanism we achieve a true homogenization method, in that
we may compute the homogenized coefficient matrix X˜−1 directly from V without computing RS .
We summarize our results in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. Let S = Δ−VΔ+, where V is a diagonal matrix with positive entries and Δ± is a finite-difference
differentiation matrix as define above. Let W be the inverse of V . Let K be the pseudo-inverse of Δ+. Then,
RS = RΔ−X−1RΔ+ , (67)
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X = RΔ+CKAW CTKRΔ− + RΔ+CKBW + CW CTKRΔ− + TW . (68)
Furthermore, if X˜ is the mass-lumped approximation of X, then the diagonal of X˜ is given by
1√
2
(
Hv−1 + RΔ+CKGv−1
)
. (69)
Proof. The mass-lumped matrix X˜ is found by applying the matrix X to a vector of ones. Only the second and fourth
terms in X give a non-zero result in this case. It is easily shown that the matrix TW times a vector of ones gives the
vector 1√
2
Hw = 1√
2
Hv−1; likewise, the matrix BW times this vector gives the vector 1√2Gw =
1√
2
Gv−1. So, the
result (69) follows. 
The diagonal of (X˜)−1 is given by the vector
√
2
(
Hv−1 + RΔ+CKGv−1
)−1
. (70)
This vector represents the wavelet-homogenized coefficients. It can be computed directly without resorting to matrix–
matrix multiplication or matrix inversion. Though the matrix K may be dense, CK is known (see, e.g., [5]) to have a
sparse approximation. The same is true of RΔ+ . Furthermore, CK and RΔ+ may be computed in advance if multiple
homogenizations are to be performed. Thus, the homogenized coefficients defined by (70) may be computed efficiently
using only sparse matrix–vector multiplication.
Remark. We note a connection with classical homogenization theory. In particular, if Gv−1 = c then the homogenized
coefficients of the approximation (66) are given by the vector √2(Hv−1)−1, which is a local harmonic mean of the
vector v where the weights in the averaging are determined by the choice of wavelet basis. The requirement that
Gv−1 = c means that v−1 must either have zero wavelet component (meaning v−1 is relatively smooth) or Gv−1 has
a periodic wavelet component with periodicity 2. Thus, if v−1 consists of a coarse-scale component plus a periodic
fine-scale component, then the wavelet-homogenized coefficients are a local harmonic mean of the original fine-scale
coefficients. Furthermore, this local harmonic mean reduces exactly to the harmonic mean if v−1 is periodic with
period two.
4.3. Homogenization of μ(x)Δ with non-periodic μ
Now we apply the mass-lumping approximation to RM , where M is a discretization of the operator μ(x)Δ; in
particular, M = VL, where V is diagonal and L is a discretization of Δ.
We define Q = L−1 (alternatively, Q is the inverse of L modulo a nullspace due to periodic b.c.). From Lemma 4.2,
we derive the formula
RM = (TM−1)−1 = (CQBW + TQTW)−1 = (RLCQBW + TW)−1RL = Z−1RL, (71)
where Z = RLCQBW + TW .
We use the following approximation:
RM ≈ Z˜−1RL. (72)
As with the matrix Δ−VΔ+, we may analyze the accuracy of this approximation in terms of the eigenvalues of
the matrix RM and its approximation given by (72). Though no theoretical justification of this approximation is yet
apparent, numerical results in Section 5 show that this formula is indeed a good approximation in practice.
The matrix RL is easily shown using, e.g., Fourier methods to be a discretization of Δ of the same approximation
order as L. Z˜ is computed simply by applying Z to a vector of ones; it is easily shown that the resulting vector (which
forms the diagonal of Z˜) is 1√
2
(Hw + RLCQGw). Since w = v−1, and Z˜ is diagonal, the diagonal of Z˜−1 is given
by the vector
√
2
(
Hv−1 + RLCQGv−1
)−1
. (73)
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the direct computation of RM , the formula above does not require any matrix inversion or matrix–matrix multipli-
cation. Indeed, the matrices RL and CQ can be computed in advance for all operators of this form. In the case of
periodic boundary conditions these matrices are circulant and could be computed quickly via Fourier methods. In any
case computation of the vector (73) requires only matrix–vector multiplication. The approximation (72) (shown to be
very accurate in Section 5) therefore shows not only that the form of the operator M is (approximately) preserved un-
der the homogenization procedure, but also that the homogenized coefficients of this approximation may be computed
directly.
Remark 1. Again we note a connection with classical homogenization theory: if Gv−1 = c then the homogenized
coefficients of the approximation (72) are given by the vector √2(Hv−1)−1, which is a local harmonic mean of the
vector v where the weights in the averaging are determined by the choice of wavelet basis.
Remark 2. We note also that the above analysis of RM is not restricted to 1D, since nothing in the analysis makes
this assumption.
5. Numerical results
In this section we present the results of numerical experiments that confirm the theory presented earlier.
First, we show some experiments in dimension one. The operators ddx μ(x)
d
dx and μ(x)
d2
dx2 are discretized on the
unit interval with a step size h = 10−3. A finite-difference approximation with truncation error O(h5) is used for Δ−
and Δ+. Daubechies wavelets with 8 vanishing moments are used for the homogenization.
Consider the approximations (56) and (57) in Theorem 4.1 for periodic μ. Since the eigenvalues of RS and YS
approximate the smaller eigenvalues of S with good accuracy (as shown in, e.g., [6]), we expect the eigenvalues
of matrices defined by (56) and (57) to do so as well. As an example, we choose α = 1, β = 5. Figure 1 shows
the relative error when using eigenvalues of (56) and (57) to approximate those of S in this case. We see that our
theoretical expectations are confirmed here: (57) results in eigenvalues with better accuracy than those of (56).
Fig. 1. Relative error when using eigenvalues of (56) and (57) to approximate those of S for α = 1, β = 5. Error for the smallest 150 eigenvalues is
shown.
372 N. Coult / Appl. Comput. Harmon. Anal. 21 (2006) 360–375Fig. 2. Upper plot shows the initial condition used. Lower plot shows the right-going pulse for utt = S, utt = RSu, and utt = YSu at t = 2.0,
where RS and YS are computed using (56) and (57). The equation utt = RSu does not accurately capture dispersive effect present in utt = S and
utt = YSu.
A related point is dispersion in the wave equation utt = Su, where S is defined with the same periodic coefficients
as above. Since (57) includes terms that may be interpreted as dispersive effects, we run some simple experiments
to check this. As shown in Fig. 2, we do see that the position of the wavefront as determined by utt = Su is more
accurately reflected in the position of the wavefront determined by utt = YSu at the same point in time than that
determined by utt = RSu. This difference is due to dispersive effects, i.e., different wavelengths traveling at different
speeds. Since (56) and (57) have the same effective speed for long wavelengths, the difference between the two as
shown in Fig. 2 must be due to higher-order dispersive terms.
Now we present some results for the operator ddx μ(x)
d
dx in the case where μ is not periodic. We use the mass-
lumping approximation to compute RS . In particular, we consider a vector v defined by a pseudo-random vector of
length 1000. S is constructed as S = Δ−VΔ+ with periodic boundary conditions on the unit interval. The coefficient
vector v, the vector given by (70), and the difference between (70) and the coefficients determined by mass-lumping
X−1 are shown in Fig. 3.
As shown in Fig. 4, the smaller eigenvalues of RS are known to approximate those of S fairly well. We also see that
the eigenvalues of RΔ−N˜−1RΔ+ , which is the approximation of RS found by mass-lumping X, approximate those of
S with similar accuracy. This figure also shows the relative error of the eigenvalues found by mass-lumping X−1; this
approximation results in relatively poor approximation of the eigenvalues of S.
Figure 5 shows a similar comparison in 1D, but for the matrix M = VΔ−Δ+. In this case the matrix Z˜−1 results in
similar accuracy of eigenvalues as the matrix RM , which is more in line with our expectations. Again, mass-lumping
Z−1 results in worse accuracy.
Finally, consider the operator μ(x)Δ in two dimensions on the unit square with periodic boundary conditions. We
discretize the operator in the form M = V (Δx−Δx++Δy−Δy+), where V is diagonal with positive entries (and represents
multiplication by μ(x)) and Δx± and Δy± are differentiation matrices in the x and y directions. Our discretization has
40 points in each direction; for v we use a pseudo-random function with values between 1 and 2. Figure 6 shows the
N. Coult / Appl. Comput. Harmon. Anal. 21 (2006) 360–375 373Fig. 3. Upper plot shows the original vector v on the fine-scale; 1000 points on the unit interval are used. Middle plot shows the homogenized
coefficients computed by mass-lumping X . Last plot shows the difference between coefficients computed by mass-lumping X vs mass-lumping
X−1; the relative difference in L2-norm is about 0.05.
relative error of the eigenvalues of RM vs those of M ; also shown is the relative error of the eigenvalues found by
mass-lumping Z and Z−1.
6. Conclusions and future directions
We showed that for certain elliptic operators, wavelet-based homogenization results in an explicit formula for the
coefficients of the homogenized operator. This formula does not require computation of the homogenized operator, as
has previously been the case. These homogenization formulas have strong connections with existing homogenization
theory, but also may be applied to strongly heterogeneous non-periodic media in one and more dimensions for which
classical theory does not apply.
An important problem that remains to be solved is the construction of such a formula for operators in divergence
form, i.e., ∇ · μ(x)∇ . Such a formula would allow explicit wavelet-based homogenization of many interesting prob-
lems including acoustic wave propagation, flow in porous media, etc.
374 N. Coult / Appl. Comput. Harmon. Anal. 21 (2006) 360–375Fig. 4. Relative error of eigenvalues of RS in approximating eigenvalues of S. Also shown are eigenvalues found by mass-lumping X vs X−1.
Mass-lumping X results in similar accuracy in approximating eigenvalues of S as the exact matrix RS ; mass-lumping X−1 provides substantially
limited accuracy.
Fig. 5. Relative error of eigenvalues of RM in approximating eigenvalues of S. Also shown are eigenvalues found by mass-lumping Z vs Z−1.
Mass-lumping Z results in similar accuracy in approximating eigenvalues of M as the exact matrix RM ; mass-lumping Z−1 provides substantially
limited accuracy.
N. Coult / Appl. Comput. Harmon. Anal. 21 (2006) 360–375 375Fig. 6. Relative error of eigenvalues of RM in approximating eigenvalues of M in 2D. Also shown are eigenvalues found by mass-lumping Z vs
Z−1. Mass-lumping Z results in essentially the same accuracy as the exact matrix RM ; mass-lumping Z−1 provides similar accuracy, though for
smaller eigenvalues the approximation is slightly worse.
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